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SUMMARY

Analysis is made of the propulsive thrust and spectiic impulse
attainable by coolhg aticraft surfaces with liquefied or solidified
gases havbg vaporization temperatures lower tlum the equilibrium sur-
face temperature. lt is found that for some coolants a net thrust is
obtainable without further heat additim at all flight speeds if the
vaporizatim temperature and heat of vaporization are suffici~t ly low.

Use of coolant vaporization as the sole means of propulsion yields
low specific Impulses at low speeds. As flight speed fncreases, the
attainable specific impulse increases; if liquid hydrogen is used as

.
coolant, specifio Impulses cmnpaz’ableto those of conventional liquid
rocket propellants are theoretically attainable in the hyperstiic speed
range. This propulsion system provides the possibility of flight with.
cooled aircraft surfaces at extremely high Mach numbers.

As an auxiliary power source, h@rogen vaporization ly aerod-ic
heating can maintati surface temperatures sufficiently low to Preserve
struct&al integrity at
with a specific impulse
propellants.

all fli~t speeds, and the ga; can be ejected
in the range of current liquid rocket

INTROIXJCTION

Rocket propulsion is based on the conversion of liquid or solid
fuel into gases which are expelled rearward at the highest possible
speed. Normally, chemical energyof the fuel is utilized to produce
the desired gas phase, and to raise the -s temperature to praiuce
high Jet velocities. -

&
pheric)

.

.

the present report it is proposed that
heating be used to vaporize end heat a

aerodynamic (or atmos-
liquefied or solidified
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gas having a vaporization
of the aircraft surfaces.
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temperature below the eq.uili%riumtemperature
The resulting gas is to be collected h a——

chamber and expelled through a nozzle as in conventional rocket propul-
sicm. The thrust and specific impulse attainable with such a propul-
sion system are determined as function of Mach number for a vtiiety of
possible coolants. Use of coolant vaporizations an independent or as
an auxiliary power plant is discussed, and the design parameters that—
detezmtie the efficiency of the
aspects of the system, however,

system are analyzed. Many engineering
are not considered herein.

ANALYSIS -

To arrive at an estimate of the thrust obtainable by the ooolant
vaporization techuique, oonsider a missile such as that shown in the
following sketch. A liquefied or solidified gas having a boiling point or

MO* Po

I
~py.opellmt tank e

sublimation point considerably below equilibrium surface temperature
is circulated or stored between the outerand the inner shell. The
vaporized gases are collected in a chamber C and are allowed to expand
through the nozzle. The liquid or solid ph.se is assumed to be at the
equilibrium vaporization temperature corresponding to the chamber pres-
sure pc) and the gas phase is assumed to be mised to a.final mean .----
temperature equal to the chmber temperature Tc.

The total heat entering the coolant tmough the etiezmal surfaces
is q~ Btu per second. (Symbols are defined in appendix A.) This “

heat vaporizes w pounds per secmd of the liquefied or solidified gas
and raises the gas temperature from the vaporization temperature Tv
to a final temperature Tc.

.
The heat balance is therefore:
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~& =
[

W%+%, c (Tc 1-TV) (1)
●

where ~ is heat of vaporization. The mean rate of heat flow into the

coolant, per square foot of exbernal surface area, can be written

qw=~(Te -Tw) =po~ocp,osto (Te -~)

where Te =
( )

T() l+~c~2

.

(2)

equation, St is the Stanton number, Te is the equilibrium

temperature for ~ ~su~tid swface, s is the recovery factor,
is the me= temperature of the entire cooled surface.

terms of the specific impulse I of the gases at chamler con-
and the total weight flow w, the thrust is

Thrust = Iv (3)

axial force on the missile, in horizontal flight, is

Fnet . Iv - Drag = Iw -
(~J+%cf) “0’$

(4)

where ~,~ is the total drag coefficient of the missile (based on ~)
with the exception of the friction drag of the cooled surfaces, Cf is

the mean skin-friction coefficient for the cooled surfaces, and ~ is
the maximum frontal area. Use of equations (1) and (2) results in the
follofigform of equation (4):

(5)

where G is the ratio or thrust generated per unit area of the cooled
surface to the friction drag of that unit area, and Is expressed as:

(6)

9 For turbulent boundary layers, the ratio S
P
~ Cf is found in refer-

ence 1 to be about 1.2; for laminar boundary layers (ref. 2) this ratio,
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for R’andtl number of 0.72, is about 1.245. Ihasmuch as these values
are almost the same, the value 1.2 will be used for both turbulent and
laminar flow. Similarly, the recovery factor, whioh is about 0.845 and
0.88 for laminar and turbulent flow, respectively, will be assumed to
be 0.88 for both types of boundary layer. With these assumptions, G
is identical for laminar md turbulent flow.

Equations (5) and (6) indioate that, for Tw<Te, it should be

possible to reduce the net drag of a missile by utilizing aerodmio
heating to vaporize a coolant. b partfoular, if G oan be made
equal to unity, the friction drag of the cooled surface is exactly
oancelled. If G oam be made sufficiently greater than unity, it
should be possible to make the bracket in equation (5) equal to or
greater than zero, in which case a net thrust can theoretioallybe
attained. It Is shown in appendix B that values of G greater than
unity are compatible with the first law of themmdynamics.

Evaluation of specific impulse I and thrust parameter G. - The
quaycbity gI, which is the effective Jet velocity, oan be written

where mc is the molecular weight of the propellant gas and Q is

a dimensionless function of exit pressure pe, chamber pressure P~>

ambient pressure po, and the ratio of speoific heats of the

propellant yc:

1°:

ye-l

7~+1Pe
7~

1-
( )
l+-Z

27C K
Q = 9max

r

7C-1

()

?0
Pe

l-—
Pc

(7)

(8)

e.

.

d27C
where Qmx = —

y~-1”
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For expansion

5

to ambient pressure (pe = PO)j equation (8) reduces

(8a)

M The maximum value of Q (and consequently the ideal value of I) is
m
m obtained when pe/pc = O. ‘Valuesclose to-this ideal maybe attakble
m

at extremely high altitudes. This ideal specific impulse is plotted
in figure 1 as a function of fhal gas temperature Tc, for several

possible coolants.

For h@rogen and helium, the specific impulse obtained when
Pe/Pc = 1/6 is also plotted to indicate values corresponding to pres-

sure ratios that should be readily attainable at lower altitude.

Of the coolants considered, only hydrogen and helim yield specific
impulses in the range of current liquid propellants. (Although the
liquid hydrogen - liquid oxygen propellant systems and a few others

. can attain specific impulses in the range 300 to 400 lb-see/lb, most
cwrent systam ~e in the range 200 to 300 lb-see/lb.) The conclu-
sion to be drawn from figure 1 is that the coolant-vaporization meth~

. of propulsicm can haw propellant consumption compamble to that of
conventional liquid propellants if hydrogen or helium is used and if
chamber temperatures considerably higher than the vaporization temper-
atures are attained.

I?romequation (6), the following dimensionless thrust parameter
can be derived:

(2MO ()(Q Cp,OTO

()

Te-~=1”2ao hv + cp,c(Tc - Tv))
To

(9)

where To and a. are tiient static temperature and sound speed,

respectively. For a given ambient temperature, this parameter depends
only on the propellant characteristics and on the ratios pe/pc and

PO/Pe ●
Za figure 2, this parameter is plotted against chamber temper-

ature for the propellants used in figure 1. The ambient temperature
of the isothermal region of the atmosphere (35,000 to 100,000 ft) has been

. assumed. The data used to plot these curves (as well as those of fig. 1)
are given in the following table, and were obtained from reference 3. These
values of ~ and Tc correspond to pressures close to atmospheric;

*
7C ~d cp,c are mean values appropriate to the low temperature range.
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.

Substance

A
co
C02

He
HZ

N2

02

In&J

H20

%>

Btu/lb

67.7
90.8
160

10.8
194.5

85.7

91.7

588

970

Cp,c>
Btu/lb-OR

0.133
.259
.184

1.25
2.64

.256

.228

.523

.482

T

2’
151
149
350

7.2
36

139

162

432

672

T40 1.67
28 1.41
44 1.3
4 1.67
2 1.5

28 1.4

32 1.4

17/1.31

1811.31

—.

‘Figure2 shows that helium, because of its low heat of vaporiza-
tion, ~~elds by far the Iargeat-khrust parameter at temperatures near
the vaporization temperature. At higher temperatures, however, Where
the specific impulse is higher, helium and hydrogen yield considerably
lower values of the thrust parameter than other substances. These low
values are due prharily to the large specific heats. m

I&cm figure 2, the ratio of thrust to friction drag developed by a
cooled surface (G) can be computed as a function of Mach number when the

.

mean surface temperature and chmiber temperature are specified. h
figure 3(a), results are shown for a chamber temperature and mean sur-

—

face temperature equal to the ambient temperature. For this case,
argon and nitrogen provide the possibility of oltatitig a net thrust
(G> 1) for Mach numlers greater than about 3.0, while helium and
l@lrogen produce ideal values of G greater than unity for Mach num-
bers greater than 4.8 and 6.6, respectively. For the lower pressure
~tlo (pe/pc = ~/6), the ~ch numbere for which G eq~ls ~ity for

helium and hydrogen are 6.8 and 9.7, respectively.

Since the thrust parameter of figure 2 either changes little with
Tc or reaches a maximum when Tc = Tv, the maximum values of G are

approximately attained when the chanber temperature and the mean sur-
face temperature are as lowas possible, that 1s, equal to Tv. These

values, however, are not attainable experhnentally, since eqansion
through the nozzle would produce recondensation of the gas. The max-
imum values of G are nevertheless shown in figure 3(b) as a l~itlng
case, and to show the variation of G with Mach number when the mean
surface temperature Tw (assumed equal to TC) is less than ambient

temperature To. If Te is expressed h terms of Mach number in

equation (9), it is evident that G becomes infinite for ~+0 as

well as for ~+m if TW<TO. -.

.—

—

.

— –e —

.—
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For the limiting case shown in figure 3(b), as could be anticipated
from figure 2, helium produces by far the greatest thrust. Eydrogen,
argon, and nitrogen, however, all yield maximum values of G greater
than unity for all ~chnuuibers if the maxtium value of q canle
approximately attained.

Shown in figure 3(c) are values of G obtained when the meem
surface temperature and the chamber temperature are permitted to rise

N to 1200° R. Although the specific tipulse for this case is much higher
m
m than for low surface temperatures, the value of G is much smaller at
m each Mach number.

The conclusion to be drawn from figure 3 is that aerodpamic
heating can vaporize several liquefied gases at a rate mfflcient to
produce a net thrust at all Mach numbers if sufficiently low values of
~ and Cl?care attainable. Such low values of Tc, however, prcduce

low specific impulse. It is therefore evident that use of coolant
vaporization as an tidependent propulsion system can be competitive
with conventional rocket propulsim only at very high Mach numbers,
where values of G>l are attainable with higher values of Tc.

. Hydrogen or helium vaporization can be used as an amiliary pro-
pulsion system (for which large values of G are not required) with
specific impulses comparable with those attained with conventimal

. liquid propellants
(and consequently

tural titegritybe

values of G

at all Mach numbers, since the magnitude of Tw

Tc) is ltiited onlyby the requirement that struc-

maintained.

emd &/& required for propulsion. - Although values
.,-”

of G greater than unity were found to be obtainable by vaporization
of surface coolants at all Mach numbers, equaticm (5) shows that the
conditim

%7~ (G-1)> CD,l/cf (lo)

must be satisfied if propulsion by coolant vaporization alone is to be
achieved. To estimate the values of G and ~/A. required for pro-

pulsion, cmsider a cone-cylinder Wdywlth cone length-diameter ratio
fixed at 4.0. me ratio ~,l/Cf for sucha bdy, at zeroangle of
attack, is shown In figme 4 as a function of Mach number for several
altitudes. (Base drag, boattail drag, and drag due to lift are not

. considered in this example.) The Reynolds number for these curves is
based on a length of 50 feet. l?rictioncoefficients for the lamlnar and
turbulent cases were obtained from references 2 and 4, respectively..
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Lamlnar curves are plotted to one-tenth the scale of the tmlmlent
values. Figure 4 shows that the area ratio required by condition (10),
for a given valueof G, would be from 7 to 30 times as large (depending .

on altitude) for lamhar flow as those required for turbulent flow.

Shown h figure 5 are the minimum values of G required hy condi-
tion (10) for the ease of fully turbulent boundary layer at altitudes of
35,000 and 100,000 feet. These values are plotted for ratios of wetted
area to frontal area of 44 and 440. The former value corresponds to a
cylindrical afterbody of length-diameter ratio of alout 9; the latter
value represents a extreme that might be attained by means of external
fins. Supertiposed on this plot are maximum values of G obta~ble
with hydrogen and helium for several values of the mean surface tem-
perature Tw. ~ calculating these curves, it was assumed that the

final gas temperatw?e Tc was equal to Tw, and that Q . Q=x. The

maximum specific impulses correspmding to the values of Tc are also
indioated. Figure 5 shows that p~pulsion at a given Mach number Gem
be accomplished with higher specific Impulse the larger the area ratio
and the higher the altitude. For large ratios of surface to frontal
area, the effect of altitude lecomes small.

These conclusims are further illustrated in figure 6, wherein
the specific impulses obtainable are oross-plotted against Mach number
from figure 50 For the large area ratio ~/~ = 440, hydrogen yields

hl er specific tipulse than helium at all Mach nmibers. For

A.#A. = 44, heliwn yields higher specific impulses than hydrogen for

Mach numbers below 4.7 at 100,000 feet and below 6.2 at 35,000 feet.
In the low supersonic Mach number range, amlwlth ~/A. = 44, aero-

dynamic heating alone cannot vaporize liquid hydrogen at a rate
sufficient to provide a net thrust.

—

*

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate that the specific impulse of the coolant-
vaporization method of propulsion inoreases as the ratio of surface to
frontal area ticreases, and that the specific impulse increaseswith
Mach number. At sufficiently high Mach num@ers, the specific Impulse
obtainable with hydrogen vaporization can become comparable with values
obtained with current liquid rocket propellants.

Heat-transferrequirements. - h the preceding section it was
assumed that the mean surfaoe temperature ~ was approximately equal

to the final gas temperature Tc. Although Tw and Tc are arbitrary

parameters in the thust computation, their actual values depend on
details of the internal heat transfer from the surface to the coolant.
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I&cm equations (1) and (2),a relation between Tw, Tc, and the

weight flow w is obtained:

% ‘O ‘O Cp,()StO(Te - 1%)=w [h-v+ Cp,c(Tc - TV] (11)

It is neoes~ry to determine whether a heat exchanger can be devised
which will produce the desired or assigned values of Tw and Tc.
Let Ai be the internal surface area exposed to the coohnt (including

fins and baffles) -d let ~ and !!?ibe the meau heat-transfer

coefficient frm the internal surfaceto the coolant and the mean
temperature of the coolsab, respectively. Then, since the heat trans-
ferred into the external surfaces equals the heat transfemed frm the
internal surfaces to the coolant,

Awhw(Te - Tw) =Ai hi(Tw - Ti) (12)

h terms of Stauton number, the ratio of titernal to external area
becomes

Al P. V. Cp o stO(Te - ~]
—=
Aw pi vi Cp,i Sti(Tw - Ti) (13)

But

PiViApi = W (14)

where Api is the internal flow passage area. Substitution of the

value of w from equation (11) into equation (14) and the reault~
value of piVi into equation (13) yields

Ai % + Cp C(TC - TV)

m = Cp,i sti(~ - Ti)
(15)

This equationlshows that the relation between Tc and ~ is deter-

mined by the ratio of internal surface area to internal passage area,
by the mean coolant temperature, and by the mean internal Stanton
numiber. Ihasmuch as a portion of the internal heat transfer takes
place to a vaporizing liquid or solid, it is difficult to assign
appropriate mean values of Sti and Ti. However, the order of magni-

tude of the ratio Ai/Api required for specified Tw end Tc can be

Tc + Tv
estimated by letting Ti = ~ . The value of E% for heat
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4

transfer to the gas phase in pipes (ref. 5) is roughly 2 to 4X10-3. If
Stl is assumed to be 3X10-3, equation (15) beccmes

.

$=53323’Ey+ (16)

The minimum value of ~ that can be chosen is, as might be expected,

TC + Tv
Tw>- ~ z Ti. Attainment of this sux’facetempemture requires

infinite internal surface to passage area ratio.

The assumption To = ~ yields —..

Ai

[

%
— * 667
Api d+1Cp(% - %

For hydrogen, if Tc~ 200°R, the maxhmun required value of Ai/Api
is about 1000. For Tc = 50° R, Ai/Api is about 4000. These values
are attainable with fins in the annular passage between inner and outer
shell or by making the height of the annular passage sufficiently small
relative to its length. It appears, therefore, that the values of’ Tc

and ~ used in figures 5 ad 6 should be attainable with suitable

‘heat-exchangerdesign. Pressure drops req,niredin such heat exchmgers
have not been considered. These are functions of the size of the ‘-
missile, the flight Mach number, the altitude, and several other variables.
At very high Mach rmmbers, where large cooJ.antmass flows are required,
the design of a heat exchmger with sufficiently low pressure drop may
constitute a severe engineering problem.

(17)

.

..-

Ltiltations on mirdnm.mratio of nozzle-exit to chamber pressure. -
Two possible M.mitaticms on the minimum attainable value of pe/pc

exist. One is the requirement that the nozzle-exit pressure cannot fall
below ambient static pressure without incurring thrust losses. The

-.

second is the condition that apprecta%le isentropic expansion below
equilibrium condensation temperature is probably not attainable. Data
obtained with air in hypersonic nozzles (ref. 6) indicate that extreme
purity is required to attain even a few degrees of supersaturation.
These data also indicate that the pressure-temperature curve for air ““
tends to follow the equilibrium condensation curve when the isentropes
intersect it. Since the expression given for Q (eq. (8)) assumes
isentropic expansion, intersection of the isentrope with the condensa-
tion curve constitutes a limit beyond which I and G cannot be
calculated by the equations derived herein.

.

.
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To detezzuinethe conditions under which the expansicm may reach the
condensation curve before amlient pressure is attained, the equilibrium
condensation curve for hydrogen is plotted in figure 7, together with a
sequence of i.sentropes. A flight altitude scale corresponding to ambient
pressure is included on the right of this figure. The second Lsentrope
to the right of the condensation curve forms a sort of %oundary separating
values of chauher pressure smd temperatures for which the altitude limi-
tation is more significant than the condensation limitation at flight
altitudes less than &lout 100,000 feet. For initial chem%er temperatures
and pressures to the right of this isentrope, e~ension throu@ the
nozzle can proceed isentropically to ambient pressure. To the left of
this isentrope, the condensation curve may be encountered before ambient
pressure is reached if the altitude Is sufficiently high. If, for
example, the initial chamber pressure is 1 atmosphere (log p = O), then

;
for altitudes less than 100,000 feet and chamber temperatures greater
than about 100° R, the ambient pressure is attained before the conden-

3a sation curve is intersected.
3
: To detemnine the penalty in thrust and specific impulse resulting1

from nonzero values of pe/pc and po/pe, the ratio of the actual value

of q to the maximum value of Q is plotted for hydrog= in figure 8
. for PO/Pe =landO. These cumeswere obtained from equaticms (8)

~ (*), with Yc = 1.5. me ratio CP/~x is also the ratio of actml
to ideal valuesof G and 1, since both these parameters are directly
proportimal to q.

It appears from figure 8 that values of q/Qmax greater than 0.90
are attaindle only with pressure ratios pe/po less than about 0.007

if the nozzle-exit pressure is equal to ambient static pressure
(PO/Pe = l). If the maximum chamber pressure is considered to be

10 atmospheres, ratios of pe/pc less than 0.007 are attainable only

at altitudes greater than 60,000 feet. The numerical conclusions
reached from figures 5 and 6 must therefore be modified according to
figure 8 for lower altitudes or lower chamber pressures.

Effect of specific gravity of propellant on range. - Although
hydrogen yields the best specific impulse of the coolants considered,
the density of liquid hydrogen is very low. Eence, a given weight of
hydrogen will occupy a much larger portia of a given missile volume
than conventional liquid propellants. To obtain an indication of the
relative effect of
flight at constant

.

.

propellan~ density, consider the range equation for
velocity and constant lift-drag ratio (Breguet path):

x .Po; ()Iln l+w~
e

(18)
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where WO,P is initial propellant
weight less Wo,p (emptyweight).
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.

weight and We is initial total

Let Pp be the density of the propel- .

lad, Vp the ~~tial volume occupied by the propellant, and v the

total miasile volume. Then equation (18) %ecomes

(19)

For given L/D, Vo, k, and 1, the range is therefore proportional to

log (l+kpp).

~DX
L VO

is defined as a volume specific hnpulse Ivol, and if

Pp is expressed in terms of specific gravity, equation (18) becames

DX
IVol=– —=

L To
I In (l+kPp)

[ 1=I M 1 + 62.4 k(specific gravity) (19a)

—

.

*This volume specific impulse, which determines the range at canstant
velocity, constant lift-drag ratio, and constant ratio of propellant
volume to missile empty weight, is plotted in figure 9(a) for
k= 2.0 cubic feet per pound and in figure 9(b) for k = 0.10 cubic
feet per pound. Since range ticreases with k, Wrge values of k
correspond to long-range missiles, while small values of k suffice
for short-range missiles. It is evident frcm figure 9 that the range
for a given propellant volume is very sensitive to specific gravity,
although speoific gravity tends to become less important for long-
range missiles. For k = 2 cubio feet per pound, liquid hydrogen
(specific gravitys O.07) requires a specific 5mpulse of 400 pound-
seconds per pound to yield a range equal to that of an equal volume of
propellant with specific gravity 0.7 and specific impulse of 200 pound-
seconds per pound. These figmes indicate that h@rogen vaporization,
although it provides the best specific impulse} maY be less satisfactory
them other possible coolants if the structural weight end missile size
required to hold the larger volume are considered. These conclusims,
based on constm.t L/Dj could be altered considerably if difference in
fuel weight appreciably affects the opth.m.m Lb or structural weight
of the missile. .

Design considerationsfor optimum range. - If the centrifugal force
acting on a missile in steady horizontal flight is considered, the range .

equation (eq.(18))becmnes (if the rotation of the earth is negleoted)
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(20)

where R. is the radius of the earth. The lift-drag ratio of a ~-

body combtition can be written

II %Ad-=
D (%0,d+2cf,d)% + %,bAO + Cf,b%f,b

(21)

where the subscript d refers to wing values and subscript b refers
to body values. It is assumed that titerference between “wingaud bcdy
coefficients is negllgi%Ie and that the body is at zero angle of attack
regardless of the angle of attack of the wings. Each coefficient is
based on the area by which it is multipli%, @ ~,d and ~,b refer

only to drag other than the friction dmg.

For steady flight, the thmst equation (eq. (5)) beccmes

* (&1) .* (22)

.

where %,1 includes, as before, all drag except the frtction drag of

the cooled surfaces. E only the bmly surface is cooled by the coolant,
then the friction drag of the wings, as well as their pressure drag,
must be included h ~,l. If wings and body are cooled, %,1 is the

pressure drag of the body and wings. I@aticn (22) therefore becomes

where

%,2 = %,d + 2Cf,d if cdy the body is cooled

%,2 ‘ %,d M body ad W@s are cooled

Ef . Cf,b %,b/%1 if ~lY the lmdy is moled.

(23)

Ef= ,Cf b %,b/AC) + 2Cf,d Ad/AO if body and wings are cooled
.
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Substitution of equatfon (23) into equation (22) yields

L(4L
AOD-%,2 +__%,b

(24)

For a given velocity, prescribed aerod~amic coefficients, emd weight
ratio, the range for a coolant-propelledmissile is therefore propor-
timnalto 1(1-1/G) (eqs. (20) and (24)). From equations (6) and (7),
this quantity can be written as folluws:

[

r ()hv+ ~p,oT() & - f
80

11
% ~c No--=—

Ggq 1–---* ’257~c To 1.2

Plots of (1-I/G) as functions of Tc for a given M. yield peak

values of (l-I/G) at an optimum value of Tc, to be denoted by

TC,opt” ‘0 ‘btah %,opt as a function of Mach number, equation (25)

was differentiated with respect to Tc. The resulttig expression for

Tc,opt is

( T2

Tc,opt = )
l+o.176@ - QTo

To ~2%2
(26)

where

For a given coolant, the
ambient static temperature Is

mean surface temperature Tw.

decreases, it is desirable to

optimum ratio of chamber temperature to
then a function only of ~ and of the

Since (1-I/G) i.nweases as Tw

make Tw as small as possible. As

●

pointed out in a previous seotion, ““a plausible minimum value Ifor Tw

is Tw = Tc. With this value, the expression for % ,opt becomes

b=
( )

1+ 0.176+~~2-@lo + (0.704+b2)M02
To

(27)
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.

.

For hydrogen (b2 = 5.364 for

Mach number is shown in figure
It is noteworthy
the structurally
of 20.

The maximum
temperatures are

10 for an ambient temperature of7352040
that the optimum chamber and surface temperatures are
acceptable-range even at Mach numbers of the o?fler

values of (1-I/G) corresponding to these optimum
also plotted in figure 10. With these ~l~es, the

maximum values of I L@ can be obtatied from equation (24) when the
aerodynamic coefficients are specified. With I L/D detenmlnedj the
rauge can be calculated as a function of velocity and fuel weight from
eq.uatim (20).

lh evaluating the range obtatiable with coolant vaporization
relative to other systems, it is necessary to ccmsider that the wetted
area required to yield a net thrust may be larger for the coolant-

R.
in

vaporization method than for conventional methods. Larger wetted areas
may have a considerable effect h reducing the maximum lift-drag ratio,
as can be seen from equation (21). The effect of this wetted area on
L@ is included in equation (24). E the resulting L/D is less than
for a conventional propulsion system, the specific impulse for the

. coolant-vaporizationmethod must be correspmdingly higher to yield the
same range.

.

DISCUSSION

Erom the preceding sectims, it appears
liquefied or solidified gases by aerodynamic
greater than the friction drag of the cooled

that the vaporization of
heating can provide thrust
surfaces at all flight

speeds if the cooht, the heat exchanger, and the pressure ratio are
appropriately selected. This thrust is atta?ned with no combustion,
inlets, or machinery (other than, perhaps, a P~P) ~d more t- ade-
quate surface cooling is provided at all flight speeds. The specific
impulse associated with this thrust, however, iS lower tm that
attainable with conventional rocket fuels unless liquid hydrogen is
used as coolant and unless the flight Mach number is very high.

Detailed investigation of the conditions, or types of mission, for
which coolant vaporization might be advantageously used as a sole means
of propulsion is beyond the scope of the present report. The prelimtiary

.

.
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=alysis presented herein does indicate, however, that flight in the
atmosphere at extremely high Mach nwnbers ( >10) can probably le accom-
plished efficiently with the coolant-vaporizationsystem. Whether such
flight paths are of interest remains to be established.

Although much of the analysis was ccncemed with use of coolant
vaporization as = independent mems of propulsim, utilization of this
thrust source as an auxiliary propulsion system may have more immediate
interest. As shown in figure 5, the specific impulse can remain fairly
high for arbitrarily luwllach nunibersif the value of G is reducedas
the Mach num%er decreases. Suppose, for example, that the tnternal #

heat-transfer system is designed to make Tw = Tc = 392.4° R. Equa-

tfon (17) indicates that such a heat-transfer system (fixed Ai/Api)

can maintati this temperature at all Mach numbers if the mass flow “w
is adjusted according to equation (11). The specific impulse remains

—

fixed at about 257 (fig. 1) at all speeds, and the parameter G varies
as indicated by the straight line Tc = 392.4° R in figure 5. The value

of G rematns less than unity for Mach numlers less than about 7. For
a given missile, therefore, the hydrogen-vaporizationtechnique provides
more and more thrust as the missile accelerates until, at a Mach number
near 7, all friction drag is effectively cancelled. In addition, the
surface remains cooled at no cost in propellant weight efficiency if the
specific impulse of the main power plant is less than 257. For higher
surface tempemtures, the specific impulse obtaine& with liquid hydrogen
can be even higher (see fig. 5).

An interesting distinction appears from equation (5) between design
parameters desirable for Gzl and those desirable for Gel. If
coolant vaporization is to be used primarily as an independent mems
of propulsicm (G>l), large values of Cf are desirable so that a

given net thrust canbe attained with smaller values of ~/Ao. If

coolant vaporization is used primarily as an auxiliary power source
(G< 1), then small values of Cf are desirable. For this case, there-

fore, the possibility that the coolant maybe able to stabilize a
laminar boundary layer becames significant. The curves presented in
reference 7 indioate that complete stabilization of the Iamin= boundary
layer may be feasible b the Mach number range 1.5 to 9 if the surface
temperature can be reduced almost to the ambient static temperature.
Although complete experimental verification of this result has not yet
been obtained, experiments reported in references 8, 9, and 10 indicate
that the transitim Remolds number is increased as the surface is
progressively cooled. An evaluation of the relative efficiency of
cooltig with liquid hydrogen rather than with other systems should
therefore include, in additicm to the available thrust, the possibility
that the friotton drag may be reduced from the turbulent to the laminar
value.

.-

.
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For aircraft designed for flight in the atmosphere with a conven-
tional rocket power plant it appears that hydrogen vaporization oan
protide an extremely effi.oientcooling system slme, as pointed out h
the previous example, the specific impulse of the coolaut flow oan be
of the same magnitude as that of the main power plant at all flight
speeds. For use with air-breathing engines, however, it appears
probable that other more efficient coolant systems man be devised.
Since the specific impulse for air-breathing engines is much higher
than for rockets, it would appear to be inefficient to oarry large
quantities of coolant from which specific impulses much lower than
those of the main power plant are obtained.

Figure 8 shows that high ratios of chamler pressure to ambient
pressure are required to attain values of specific impulse close to
the maxhum values. Since high chamber pressures involve heavy
structures, the high ratios of &amber pressure to ambient pressure
are best attained by flight at very high altitudes. Although the
computations of the present report were limited, for convenience,
to the isothermal regim of the atmosphere, flight at greater altf-
tudes by means of coolant vaporization maybe feasible and desirable.
The higher ambient temperatures in the altitudermge from 350,000to
200,000feet make this range particularly desirable for coolant-

. vaporization propulsion. Equation (9) shows that, for a given Tc and

Tw, the thrust ticreases as the square root of the embient temperature.

This equation assumes, however, that the skin friction ~d heat trans-.
fer are related according to conttiuum flow theory, and that the heat
treasfer from the surfaces due to radiation is negligible. Both of
these assumptions must be reexamined for altitudes greater than
100,000 feet. The reduction h skin friction due to sllp flow is
beneficial if coolant vaporization is used as a auxiliary power
source, but is hamful if coolant vaporizaticm is to be used as an
independent power source. Heat loss due to radiation reduces the
thrust attainable beoause the mass flow for a given cooled surface
area is reduced. Radiation loss oan, of course, be kept small even
at very high altitudes by using surfaces with very low emissivity.

It is apparent that further analysis is required to determine the
best flight altitude for utilization of coolant vaporization to provide
thrust.

coIw-Lmmw mMARRs

The preceding analysis indioates that vaporization of aircraft
. surface coolants by aerodynamic heating oan, under oertati conditions,

produce a net thrust at all flight speeds. Liquid hydrogen, beoause of
its low molecular weight, provides the highest specific tipulse at the.
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relatively low chamlwc temperatures ohaz%%cteristioof this propulsicm

.

method. ~se of hydrogen vaporization as an tidependent propulsion system
yields low specific impulses at low speeds; the specific tipulse increases, “–
however, as Mach,number increases ad C= theorett~l~y eq~a~ or exceed
values obtatiable with the best rocket propellants. The specific hnpulse
of the coolant-vaporizatim propulsion system increases with altitude and
with the ratio of cooled surface area to frontal area. A missile
designed for efficient use of coolant-vaporizationpropulsicu may there-
fore be one with thin external fins running longitudtially along the
body. %!

ml

Use of hydrogen vaporization as an auxiliary propulsia system and
a% 8 means of ~hhaktig CODSt~t StiaCe timperatie shows prOmiSe h
connection with conventional rocket propulsion. Surface temperatures
sufficiently low to preserve structural integrity oan be maintained at
all flight speeds, and the resultinggas om be eJected with a speoific
impulse comparable to that of conventicmal rocket propellants.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, May 6, 1953
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APPENDIX A

sylf90E3

maximum cross-sectional area of aircraft, ft2

Internal surface

etiernal surface

internal paasage

ambient speed of

area h contact with coolant, ft2

area cooled by coolant, ft2

()2+” ~P,c

1.2 q %,o

area for coolant,

sound, ft~sec

body pressure drag

wing pressure drag

coefficient

coefficient

total drag coefficient of aircraft
coefficient of cooled surfaces

mean external skti-friction coefficient

net thrust coefficient

lift coefficient

specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/lk-oR

drag, lb

net axial force on missile

thrust parameter, deftied by equation (6)

acceleration of gravfty, 32.16 ft/sec2

heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/sec-ft2-OR

titernal mean heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/sec-ft2-OR

-----

leas friction drag
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heat of vaporization, Btu/lb

external mean heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/sec-ft2-OR

specific impulse, 11-sec/lb

volume specifio impulse, sec

Vpbe

lift, lb

flight Mach number

molecular weight of coolant

molecular weight of air

power

static pressure, lb/fi2

mean heat-transfer rate from exte?mal boundary layer to
external smface~ B*u/sec-fi2

~ ~mo4 ftz 111
universal @s constant, c

sec2 lb-mole-OR

radius of earth, 20.9X106 ft

stantcn number, = h/pvcp

static temperature, OR

vaporization temperature

wing thicbess ratio

velocity, ft/sec

M ooolant at pressure pc, OR
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.

.

T

‘P

we

w~

Wo,p

w

x

a

B

Y

. e

P
.

~

%x

total missile volume, ft3

initial propellant volume, ft3

empty weight, lb

total tiitial missile weight, lb

total initial propellant weight, lb

coolant flow, lb/see

~e, ft or miles

augle of attack, radians

J-
ratio of specific heats

recovery factor

density, lb/ft3

/~ction of 7cJ Pe PGj ‘d PO/Pe defined by equation (8)

r 27C
=

7C-1

Subscripts:

b pertaining to body

c values in collection

d pertaining to wing

e nozzle exit

chamber

i meen values for coolant

. J jet

opt optimum
.

P propellant

v vaporization
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w mean values at external eurfaoes

o ambient stream conditions

NACA TN 3140
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RELATION BETWEEN PROPULSIVE POWER AND RATE OF HEAT ADDITION

The power consideratims for the coolant-propelled system are
tical with those of the conventional rocket engine.

iden-

For steady flight at velocity VO the propulsive power for either
system is

Pj=thrust xVo=IwWo=* (Bl)

The portion of the thermal energy of the propellant converted to kinetic
energy in passing through the nozzle is

(Tc -
V.2

ET = Jcp,c tj) S* (B2)

where tJ is

. nozzle. Fran
thermal power

b

Equation (B3)
be less than,

the prope~t temperature following expansion through the

equations (Bl) and (B2), the ratio of
(defined as weight flow times thermal

shows that, for rocket-type jets, the
equal to, or greater than the thermal

Iant, depending on the ratio of missile velocity to
ity. This result is pertinent to the discussion in

propulsive power to
energy used) is

(B3)

propulsive power can
power of the propel-
effective jet veloc-
the text, since it

can readily be shown that the rate of energy additirm to the coolant
due to aerodynamic heating is not sufficient to overcome the friction
drag of the cooled surfaces at high speeds. The result obtained in
equation (B3) indicates that, in spite of this inadequacy of the ener~
obtainable frcm aerodyzmmic heating, values of G greater than unity
are compatible with the first law of thermo@mmics.

To evaluate the source of the qner~ corresponding to the propul-
sive power, the kinetic energy acquired by the propeld.antduring accel-
eration to velocity V. must be considered. The propulsive power does

work relative to a stationary reference frame; consequently, the total
energy change of the propellant relative to that reference frame is of

. significance. The total energy per pound of propellant in the chamber
before ejectim is

.
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V02
Ec=—

2g + J~,dTc

After ejection, the total energy of the propellant is

EJ _ (V()-VJF
2g + Jcp, dtJ

NACA TN 3140

(B4)

(B5)

The difference between these energies, multiplied by the weight flow,
is, as might be expected, the propulsive power. Thus,

WVOVJ
W(EC - Ej) =Y = WIV()

Equations (B5) and (B6) show that part of the propulsive power,
relative to the stationary reference frame, arises from the kinetic
energy acquired by the propellant, relative to that reference frame,
during acceleration to velocity PO.

(B6)

At very low speeds, the kinetic energy of the propellant, as well
as the aerodynamic heating and the friction drag, beccanesnegligible.
The coolant-vaporizationsystem then develops thrust only if the
vaporization temperature is less than ambient air temperature. The
atmosphere then serves as a heat source to vaporize the coolant,
which develops pressure in the chamber and generates thrust in
expanding through the nozzle.

.

.

.

e
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